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7/12/U4 
122 elaryland ave., 1.E 
Washington, D.C. 20002 

Dear "r. Lynch, 

Car touble when my old car (*Tears, nine months) is indispensible have 
prevented any search of the case record by delaying me. I hope to locate proof 
of another significant lie and eend you copies but I doubt it will be with this. 

I have given this matter much thought, and in the Context of my eeperiences 
of many years with these people, in and out of court, and my eeperiences with the 
courts, which I am well aware are reluctant to consider official transgressions, 
I believe that aside from all the other interests y  have referred to and put above 
my own, I believe it i3 essential in my interest to move to expunge these gross 
and obviously deliberate and hurtful lies. 

While I know that ordinarily affidavits are not filed with the appeals court, 
becauee i have personal knowledge of the facts as I know them and as the government 
knows they I have drafted the af 	oa which I enclose a copy. I am keeping 
the original so that it it is used and any chaneee are necessary, that will be 
easier and faster. I am also sending a copy to iesar. 

"aeold Weisberg 

at this point aim phoned me to relay your message that the government nhoned 
:eau and wants to settle. :eine, but not by lette±ne them off the hook or still on my 
back. I refer to my prior eaperiences. These include mootine casej even the very day 
their appeals brief was due. 

Jim tells me that you believe their reason is their fear that they'll have this 
all to go through again after a remand. This is a reasonable vice and I am sure most 
lawyers would agree with you. I are confident it is not the reason, as I'll eiplain. 

I doiiht know what you thick, believe or have heard of me and my work but I am 
aware of much of what is often said. I know there ar many people who do not like 
and who have spokne ill about me and that these kinde of things have a way of 
being repeated and believed. Usually 1 ienore them, more since my serious illnesses 
and the certainty that I will not live as long as before them there was every 
prospect I would live. and be ale to continue with my work. 

I doubt if as much mendacity _.as been spread about me in official quarters as 
by the III. As best I ca figure out what basis it has for this animosity, which is 
quite old, it 	 he fact that back in 1e440, when I was researching a book on 
the Dies committee, it had a law passed to "get" me, a law still on the books, to 
make it a crime to inter:ere with a Congressional committee. On its part the FBI 
teed to frame me and I defeated its frenaup. (Kothine pereonal but I refused to take 
the auvice of my very fine, decent, prestigeous and trusting lawyer or I'd have been 
framed and convicted.) It required that I take the grand jury of government 
employees away from the USA, and rough as it was, I did, and as a result a) a 
9its comaittee agent was convicted and b) Dies had to, publicly, cop a plea for him. 
This. 1., to say that 1 defecated the 1031 in one of its early and very dirty tricks, and 
the Fe,,. I have come to know does not forgive or forget. There is more along this line 
that I do not take your time for and I Sump to the JiK as.assination, 



My work on it is unique in several ways. I draw upon a different background and 

experiences, those of an investigative reporter, a Senate investigator and en OSS 

intelligence analyst. I also am alone among those who have published books land to 

the best or m'  knowledge anything else rulatine to
 the assassination and its 

investigation) in not theorizing conspiracies. My work is not only entirely f ual, 

but nobody, including the FBI itself, has been able to show any significant error 

in it or in Ely countless affidavits. This work developed into what I am certain that 

the FBI regards as among the most damaging exposes of it. (I am also certain that 

it hates me for peeseverine in the original spectre case, which you may recall is 

credited in the Senate debates with raquirine the 197I/amending of the investigatory 

eiles exemption) You and few other have any basis for even dreaming the extent of 

what with complete accuracy I have done, or the significance that can be and has 

been attributed to it. 

In the King case, where the FBI behaved incredibly badly, I was Ray's investi-

gator. My investigation led to the evidentiary hearing and I did the investigating 

and lined up most of the witneses for it. I also developed the doctine of the case, 

which was followed by the lawyers. (flew would you like to prove that Percy Foreman 

was not effective counsel?) As a result, in oyen court, with the press present, we 

took the essence of the FAI's case apart and refuted it. Tledge ignored this, as 

I'm eure Jim will be willing to tell you in greater detail, 	held that guilt or 

innocence wore irlalevant. But I am certain that the FJI ha not and will not forget 

this. 

When my second book came out, and it is a real expose of the FBI, one of the 

Ses who was most dishonest proposed to the hierarchy that it provide counsel for 

him to sue me for itJ that is, in his none. When this was approved up to Hoover, he 

and the FBI chicken-but. I have the records and they are in case records, unrefuted. 

He stated that this had to be done to "stop" me. Another lab agent went farthur 

a4 urged this to "stop" not only me but my writing. Until the Act was amended no 

Irpose would have been served by this. Once the Act wa amended, they to 	day 

have followed a variant of filing spurious suits, keeping me bogged down in court, 

not eschewing been perjury and the fabrication of phony records to this end. 

Now they want to settle? When I made this proposal a couple of years ago, 

offering to amiss if without prejudice to the ri,:ilats of others and to waive a 

Vauahn  inde , it visibly startled their rubbereatU fink judge, Smith. when he 

learned t t they insisted on centinuing the litilWion and on filing the 	al they 

have not filed. Their apperenlpurposes in this 	with a fink judge, to get'  

decision that would enable them, in perpetuity, to continue to withhold records that 

can and should be seriously embarrassing. Those on the critics and the Dallas police 

are certainly of thin character. I moan to suggest by this that they are not necessarily 

anxious to avoid a remand and all that entials. They could take a remand to another 

such judge, for example on this subject Pratt, and get what they want. Or offer to 

settle then if they do not get such a judge. No, based on what I know and have 

experienced, their reason foe wanting to settle now is not to avoid a remand, which 

might even enable them to keep to bogged down in court. 

I know it sounds paranoid to sugeest that there is eevesdropping, but Jim and I 

have observed some tf it and I was even told of sore of it, once by the head of the 

criminal division. They have refused to search that item of the King case, for 

example. neAnd gotten away with it. They have give, me records that could have woe 

only from phone tapping, apparently not realizing that I would perceive this. And if 

they have not herd my converations about this, by phone, with Jim and Bud Fensterwald 

(whoa also was tapped from records disclosed to me in 75-1996 and under surveillance 

by live informers, ire the plural), I think it is more likely that someone at DJ read 

or reread this brief that ykee them incfredibl4evulnerable in this case and in the 

King case, where their belay.or is nca much better, and is worried about exactly what 



I regard as essential in ey interest, exposure of these entirely unpardonable and 

deliberate offenses before the appeals court. It will hurt them not only in this 

case but can also in tle. King ease, where much also is at stake and they have 

again been mendacious and engaged in the most serious misrepresentations. 

Sure, I'll settle and I want to settle no less than I did two years ago when they 

rejected a more than reasonable offer entirely out of hand. But I will not think of 

settling until after a uotion to expunge is filed. I vfnt these terrible people off 

my back end out of my life, and their serious offenses, the condequences of which I 

an certain they now seek to avoid, can make this possible. And when it gets to a 

settlement6 if it does then, as I think is still not unlikely, as a minimum it will 

have to be without prejudice to the rights of others. They will not use this liti-

gation as a means of continuing to withhold what they have not even searched for for 

me. 

Should tlicy worry about a remand? Sure. But s ould they have worried any less 

about a roman before they filed -Lis brief? No. The offer to settle has to have to 

do with their brief an4what it subjects them to 

Iou have not had the need to familiarize,  yourself wite the case record. If it 

gets to an honest and competent judge, like esell, even though he does not like 

FOIA, boy do they have real troubles! Do you realize that they have taken this case 

up to appeal without even attesting to searches to comply with my requests? T hat 

almost all of their attestations are not of personal knowledge when those with 

personal knowledge were available? That from the start, I addressed each and every 

filing and} proved them to be untruthful or not much better, as well as incompetent. 

Their firdt-persona affidavits, few as they are, I proved to be untruthful and they 

were not able to refute this. This i why they hate my affi davits. I know the 

subject matter as they larelly do not and I'm not afraid of them. And there is no 

single filing I have not done this with. Sure, they have reason to worry. Let them 

for a while if tl,at is it. And let them for once when there is and can be no 91(cuse 

f,ce up to whet they've been doing to me for so many years. this involves something 

I prize, my own reputation. And any reflection on it can hurt the work that cannot 

be hurt any other way. 

Jim told no that Iristine Whittaker phoned you. She is the one who wrote the 

bljfeand lied from beginning to end, distorted, maligned, threatened Jim and violated 

the &les by stating what she did not know of personal k nowledge. I think K'd like 

Cor her and others like her to be if not unwilling to engage in this kind of thing in 

the future, at least with cause tomember wheat it can mean. And for none of them 

ever to try it with me again, part laniy not in courts, where they normally axe 

immune and get away with it. 

Tido situation also presents a meant of undoing some ce: the harm these sane 

people have done by getting away with this kind of thing in other casecand having 

as' court defame me without cause, as in the spectre case. 

I'll  be giving this more thought but once Jim phoned me I believed I had to 

give you my spontaneous reactions and beliefs. I'm sanding him a copy. 

Dy the way, Tim told me that Hiteboock quoted Thurman Arnold to him, on if 

anyone is to go to jail the lawyer 564e/a to it that it is the client, not the 

lawyer. I knew and resnected Arnold. He de.ended me successfully in another 

' 

attempted official frameup. Before then, when .was investigating cartels and 

he was in charge of that as head of anti-t .uste I took them and gave them much, 

including, what it apa,ars, the FBI never crime up with. Both Abe Fortes and caul 

Pobter, whivalso knew me earlier though the late Pat Jackspn, worked on that case. 

They put the unforgetinG Hoover in a position where he ha,. to tell a l'ulitzer reporter 

that there was nothing at all against me and my then fellow workers. The Thurman Arnold 

I knew believed in fighting even the tou :hest cases and in not giving in to evil. 

(lie was really a great guy, believe me.) 


